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Introduction
Baseball fans in America seem to come in one of two flavours these days:
Yankees fans and the rest. Having won four out of the last five World Series,
supporters of the Bronx Bombers are feeling pretty pleased with the world;
everyone else is pretty sore. To anyone familiar with sports outside America,
this must seem like a familiar gripe. Soccer fans the world over are used to
the dominance of their domestic leagues by particular teams: Manchester
United and Liverpool in England, Bayern Munich in Germany, Juventus,
Inter and AC Milan in Italy, Real Madrid and Barcelona in Spain, and so
on. In the sport of Rugby Union, the New Zealand All Blacks have dominated international competition for a century, while in cricket, the recent
defeat of the mighty Australians by India ended a run of sixteen consecutive Test Match victories. Individualistic sports are also prone to domination by the strongest talents: in golf, few see any rival to Tiger Woods; both
Men’s and Women’s tennis has always been dominated by a small number
of top players, and in most Olympic events it is usual for the honours to be
divided among a small number of well recognised favourites.
For baseball, however, as well as for the other North American team
sports, dominance gives rise to a particular concern. Most team sports outside North America practice a system of promotion and relegation that
ensures mobility at all levels of the sport. Poor performing teams in any
league face the threat of demotion to a junior league (to be replaced by the
best performing teams from that league), so that teams are concerned not
only about championships, but about survival at the top level. This means
that even if there is concentration of playing talent at the top, teams near
the bottom are always highly motivated. Because North American leagues
do not operate this system, there is always the danger that the fans can lose
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interest in their team if they have a poor start to the season, while the players themselves are just making up the numbers. If the dominance of a
team like the Yankees stretches into the foreseeable future, then there is
a danger that all but the Yankees fans could lose interest altogether.1
This article considers the implications of league systems with promotion and relegation compared to ‘closed’ leagues in more detail. It begins
with an explanation of why the different systems arose in the first place.
The following section compares the dominance in the different league
systems and finally looks at the pros and cons of each approach.

Why is North America different?
In 1998 the European Commission issued a discussion paper2 in which it
was argued that the “system of promotion and relegation is one of the key
features of the European model of sport” and that this feature gave
European sports an added edge: “Because of the arrival of new competitors the championships are more interesting than closed competitions”.
The promotion and relegation system operates not just in sports whose
origins are European, such as soccer, but has also been adopted for sports
that developed in North America, such as basketball and ice hockey, even
though the North American originals operate no such system. However,
the European model of sport, if such a thing exists, does derive from soccer, just as the North American model derives from baseball. While sports
that developed later have developed their own idiosyncratic features, the
basic frameworks on each continent derive from the templates set down
between 1860 and 1890.
Created in 1876, Baseball’s National League is the world’s oldest surviving league. The original League contained only eight teams and this
deliberate exclusivity was intended to re-establish the credibility of the
game and produce a profit for the team owners. The credibility of baseball
had been undermined in earlier years by the proliferation of teams and the
use of the game as a vehicle for gambling. Barn-storming teams toured the
country, attracting interest as long as they were successful. To be successful
1
Although the likelihood of this happening in the near future is remote. While the Yankees have won the World
Series, they have not dominated the regular season competition nearly as much as, say, Manchester United have
dominated the Premier League.
2
European Commission (1998), “The European Model of Sport”. Consultation paper of DGX.
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